February 11, 2020

6th UPDATED LIST OF BANNED SUBSTANCES
AND WHOLESALERS WHO ARE SELLING ILLEGAL PRODUCTS

To all Louisiana Permit Holders:

The Louisiana Office of Alcohol and Tobacco Control (ATC) has identified a number of additional products being offered for sale by our permittees which have tested positive for containing either legend drugs (such as Sildenafil & Tadalafil), Schedule I Controlled Dangerous Substances, and Schedule III Controlled Dangerous Substances (such as Testosterone). Additionally, the Agency has identified three wholesalers who have sold products that have tested positive for containing either legend drugs or controlled dangerous substances, namely:

- Smoke Nation LLC, 3600 S. Park Road, Bay 3, Pembroke Park, FL 3309
- Eshaan Wholesale LLC, 9939 Airline Hwy., Baton Rouge, LA 70816
- Twisted Lab LLC, 6574 North State Road 7, Unit 307, Coconut Creek, FL 33073

Products with the following labels have tested positive for containing either legend drugs or controlled dangerous substances and are not to be sold by retailers (this list includes all of the products discovered by ATC thus far and is by no means a comprehensive list - ATC will add products that test positive for either legend drugs or controlled dangerous substances periodically as needed):

- 5 Day Forecast
- 20g Lyft Mini Fruits CBD Edibles Max Strength
- 20g Sugar Hi Yummy Bears Max Strength 100% CBD Infused
- Alien 2 Power
- Bigger Longer
- Black Panther
- Black Stallion 9000
- Blue Lotus Z-Bars
- Chill CBD Gummies Choco Nuts
- Chill CBD Gummies Choco Peanut Butter
- Chill CBD Gummies Extreme Strength CBD Infused
- Chill CBD Gummies Sour Snakes
- Chill CBD Gummies Sour Snakes Extreme Strength
- Elephant 9000
- FX 7000
- Hard Steel 250K
- King Cobra 5000
- King Kangaroo
- King Kung
- King Wolf
- Magnum Male Sexual Enhancement XXL
- Nerfertem Z-Bars
- Poseidon
- Propower Knight Plus 2550MG
- Propower Knight Plus 2750MG
- RedLips 2 Premium
- Rhino 7
- Rhino 11
- Rhino 12
- Rhino 69
- Sex Bomb (His & Hers)
- Sexy Lady
- Stiff Rox
- Stree Overlord
- The Original Poseidon Platinum
- Willy Go Wild
- Zhen Gong Fu

Additionally, several gold capsules and black capsules for sale in unlabeled clear containers have tested positive for the prescription drug Sildenafil.

All permit holders are responsible to ensure that all products being sold or offered for sale are legal and do not contain any substance classified as a controlled dangerous substance, legend drug, or any other restricted item. The ATC will be taking an aggressive stance against the sale and distribution of any illegal or prohibited items. The agency will continue to vigilantly test and investigate any products suspected to contain an illegal component and intends to hold permit holders responsible for the illegal sale to the full extent provided by law.

The U.S. Food & Drug Administration website also has an extensive list of products that have tested positive for containing either legend drugs or controlled dangerous substances. This list of products can be found at https://www.fda.gov/drugs/medication-health-fraud/tainted-sexual-enhancement-products.

Should you have any questions regarding same, please do not hesitate to contact our office.

Thanking you in advance, I remain,

[Signature]

Juana Marine-Lombard, Commissioner
Louisiana Office of Alcohol and Tobacco Control